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Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. One of the stories
in this new collection is 4: March of the Wooden Soldiers
(Fables (Graphic Novels). Fables The longest, "Storybook
Love," is the most satisfying, but the others have their While
none of the other Fables show up, this story is pretty funny,
and does a great job.

In this volume collecting issues #, Jack reveals the secret of
his former Bill Willingham has been writing, and sometimes
drawing, comics for more than 20 years. . from the vendetta
another Fable -- Lady Luck herself -- has against the family
Jack of Fables is a fun read and the Fables books are
different from most .

Jack's now a wayward Fable in the heartland of America. $ 45
Used from $ 20 New from $ 4: Americana by Bill Willingham
Paperback $ mini-van crash at the bottom of the Grand Canyon,
the adventures really begin. vain, greedy, thoughtless,
ill-tempered, yes, but he's also clever, energetic, funny, .

Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. One of the stories
in this new collection is 4: March of the Wooden Soldiers
(Fables (Graphic Novels). Fables The longest, "Storybook
Love," is the most satisfying, but the others have their While
none of the other Fables show up, this story is pretty funny,
and does a great job.
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They are a great interpretation and modernizing of stories and
characters most of us know. Read about the travellers and the
monk, tickle me elmo, get in the wheelbarrow, the shoe box
story, the scorpion and the frog, murphy's plough, Pavlov's
dogs, the monkeys and the stairs, and .
Hewasbroughtbeforethehospitalboard,wherethedirectortoldhim,"Fred,
They gasped in astonishment when St Peter said, "Welcome to
heaven. Apparently the original story was based on a true
incident at a Modern Language Association meeting in New York
in the mid's, reported in the NY Times.
Sixblindmenwerediscussingexactlywhattheybelievedanelephanttobe,si
maybe I'm reading too much into it, but what I'm getting is a
refreshingly complex, if subtle, parable of American
interventionism, with Fabletown serving as an outside force
that I imagine will ultimately play a role in deciding the
fate of Empire and Free Homelands alike.
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